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In many commonly used frequency-shift modulators, a phase error occurs

at the time of switching. If a demodulator is used which utilizes only the

zero-crossing information, then this phase error will cause time jitter in

the received data transitions.

The magnitude of the peak time jitter for various modulators is derived,

assuming an ideal zero-crossing detector. The modulators considered in-

clude the reactance tube and variable reactance modulators, the basic switched

reactance modulators, and the multivibrator modulator. It is found that the

switched reactance modidators cause the most jitter, and that the multivibra-

tor modxdator may be designed to cause as small a jitter as desired. The

theory agrees well with some experimental measurements made on existing

data sets, which show that this jitter accounts for most of the back-to-back

data distortion in many wideband data systems.

Finally, a set of sufficient conditions is derived for jitter-free frequency-

shift modulation, and an implementation of a modxdator satisfying these

conditions is described.

I. SUMMARY

For the reader who may be more interested in the results of this

paper than in their derivation, the following summary is presented.

Data communication systems using frequency-shift channels com-

monly suffer from a form of fortuitous distortion called jitter. This is
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particularly significant in systems in which the bit rate is not small

compared to the carrier frequency. Jitter is the variation about the

correct position of the transition between marking and spacing signals

at the receiver output. It is desirable to keep the magnitude of the

jitter small compared to the bit length.

This paper studies the jitter which is inherent in various types of fre-

quency-shift modulators. For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed

that the data source is jitter free, that the transmission channel is dis-

tortionless, and that the receiver is an ideal zero-crossing detector. The

modulators to be studied shift frequency instantaneously at the time

the data source goes through a mark-space transition. In an ideal fre-

quency-shift modulator, this shift in frequency takes place with phase

continuity. However, many commonly used modulators do not main-

tain phase continuity at the switching instant.

In an ideal frequency demodulator (i.e., one whose output is propor-

tional to the instantaneous rate of change of phase at its input) ,
such a

phase discontinuity would not cause a time error in the output data

transition; it would simply cause an impulse to be added at the time of

transition to the otherwise correct transition. However, most present-

day demodulators utilize only the information contained in the zero

crossings of the received wave, since the first operation in the receiver

is to limit, or clip, the wave. In such a receiver, phase discontinuities at

the switching instant in the received wave may indeed cause a time error

in the mark-space transition at the receiver output.

Such a receiver is modeled by an ideal zero-crossing detector. (An

ideal zero-crossing detector approaches an ideal FM detector as the

bandwidth becomes small with respect to the carrier frequency.) The

analysis proceeds by first relating the phase error in the received wave

to the transition time error at the output of an ideal zero-crossing de-

tector. Then the peak phase error that may occur for each type of modu-

lator is determined, and this is related to the peak time error, or jitter,

by the above model.

The frequency-shift modulators to be studied include the switched re-

actance modulator (in which a reactance is switched into and out of the

tank of an oscillator to modify its frequency), the reactance tube modu-

lator (in which the effective output reactance of an active circuit is

changed by changing the gain of the active element and this reactance

is used to control the frequency of a separate oscillator), the variable

reactance oscillator (in which the functions of variable reactance and

oscillation are combined into a single active circuit), and the multivi-

brator.
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It is shown that of the LC oscillators, the reactance tube and variable
reactance type of oscillators have the minimum jitter. For all cases of
practical interest, this time error has a peak value roughly one-twelfth
of the period of the frequency midway between the marking and spacing
frequencies, and may take on both positive and negative values with
respect to the true transition time.

The switched reactance type of oscillators which are analyzed include
all four ways of switching a single reactive element into a simple LC
tank, i.e., an inductor or a capacitor switched in parallel with, or in

series with, the tank. In all cases, the peak jitter is described by the
same equation, although there are two distinctly different phenomena
giving rise to the jitter. For a transition in one direction, the peak jitter

is exactly that obtained with the reactance tube and variable reactance
type of modulators. For the opposite transition, however, undesired dc
quantities increase the jitter. This increase in jitter is sensitive to bit

rate if there is a decay mechanism for the undesired dc quantity. In the
worst case, the increase in jitter is almost an order of magnitude over
that of the low jitter transition. As the bit rate becomes lower and lower,

the peak jitter associated with the worse transition approaches that of

the opposite transition.

The peak time error t€ „, for the various LC modulators is plotted in

Fig. 7(a) as a function of the frequency-shift ratio A = a>i/tu 2 < 1,

where wi and o>2 are the two modulator frequencies. T is the period of

the frequency midway between the marking and spacing frequencies.

The parameter r applies to the switched reactance modulators. It is the
ratio of the bit length to the time constant of the undesired dc quantity.

It is shown that the multivibrator may in principle be designed to be
jitter-free. However, practical multivibrators do have some inherent

jitter. The amount of jitter is dependent upon a linearity factor which
is determined by the multivibrator circuit. The jitter associated with a
multivibrator is usually less than the jitter associated with any of the
above LC modulators.

In Fig. 13 is shown the peak jitter, rlm , for the multivibrator modula-
tor as a function of the frequency-shift ratio A. T is as defined in Fig.

7. The linearity factor, (J. is the ratio of the supply voltage to the maxi-
mum control (voltage V, and V« respectively in Fig. 10a). The maximum
control voltage corresponds to the highest frequency.

These theoretical results are supported by experimental jitter measure-
ments made on various types of voice band data sets, as summarized
in Table I. The agreement with the theory is good.

Finally, it is shown that a sufficient condition for jitter-free frequency-
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shift modulation (when using a zero-crossing detector) is to switch the

parameters of an oscillating tank circuit in such a way that

1. the tank current and voltage are maintained at the instant of

switching, and

2. the characteristic impedance of the tank is held constant.

A means for implementing such an oscillator is described using a pair

of variable reactance oscillators in a balanced arrangement. Some experi-

mental waveforms for this circuit are shown in Fig. 16.

II. INTRODUCTION

A large part of present-day data communications systems utilize bi-

nary frequency-shift channels for transmission. In such systems, partic-

ularly in the wideband systems (i.e., systems in which the bit rate is

not small compared to the carrier frequency), the problem of "jitter" is

important. Jitter is the error in the reproduction of the exact time of

transition between marking and spacing signals at the receiver output.

This problem is indicated in Fig. 1, in which it is assumed that the

indicated data-source waveform is jitter-free and is transmitted repeti-

tively. The received waveforms are shown overlapping one another.

Note that, in addition to a usually harmless transmission delay, the re-

ceiver transitions do not all occur at the same relative time, but are

instead distributed about the correct transition. The measure of jitter

which will be used in this paper will be the maximum time error which

may occur in the system, denoted by rim in Fig. 1. (In all systems con-

TRANSMITTED
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ONE BIT
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Fig. 1 — The problem of jitter.
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sidered but one, the jitter is symmetric about the correct transition.

However, the maximum jitter associated with a transition in one direc-

tion is not necessarily the same as that associated with the opposite

transition. In these cases, a different rlm will be associated with each of

the two transitions. The one exception to the above statement is the

multivibrator modulator, in which the jitter occurs on only one side of

the correct transition.)

As rtm increases, the time interval during which the received wave
may be reliably sampled during each bit interval decreases. Thus it is

important to keep this jitter to a minimum. Jitter may be induced from

several sources. The data source itself may have inherent jitter. Jitter

may be further induced in the modulation process. Distortion and noise

present in the transmission channel will modify the modulated waveform,

thus perhaps changing the apparent transition times. Finally, the re-

ceiver may contribute to the jitter.

This paper will analyze that jitter inherent in various asynchronous*

frequency-shift modulation techniques. It will be assumed that the

data source is jitter free, that the channel is ideal (i.e., noiseless and
distortionless), and that the system utilizes an ideal zero-crossing type

of detector. This detection process will be described more fully in the

next section.

All the modulators to be studied shift frequency instantaneously at

the time the data source goes through a mark-space transition. That is,

the waveshape before the transition is given by

Vi cos (Wl / + 00

and after the transition by

V2 cos (u>../ + 0o).

The angular frequency before the transition is given by coi and after

the transition by a>2 • The expressions ant + 0] and cent + 2 arc denned

as the phase of the wave, before and after the transition, respectively.

Ideally, the shift in frequency should take place with phase continuity;

i.e. toil + 0i should equal co2/ + 2 at the time of transition. However, it

will be shown that many commonly used modulators have an inherent

phase error that results in an inherent time jitter.

The modulators to be studied include the switched reactance modula-

tor (in which a reactance is switched into and out of the tank of an oscil-

lator to modify its frequency), the variable reactance oscillator,
1

the

* That is, the frequency may be suddenly shifted during any portion of the
cycle.
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reactance tube modulator,
2

and the multivibrator.
3

It will be shown that

the switched-reactance type of modulator has the most jitter. For ex-

ample, at a data rate corresponding to one cycle of carrier per bit, the

switched reactance modulator has a minimum peak jitter equivalent to

7.96 per cent data distortion. The variable reactance oscillator and reac-

tance tube type of modulators are equivalent and have less jitter. The

multivibrator may in principle be designed to have negligible jitter, but

produces a square rather than a sinusoidal wave. These theoretical

results are then supported by experimental data.

III. THE IDEAL ZEHO-CKOSSING DETECTOR

Before pursuing the jitter analysis further, it is necessary to define in

some detail the assumed detection process. An ideal FM detector is one

which measures the instantaneous rate of change of phase of the re-

ceived wave. For the types of modulators considered in this paper, there

would be no jitter in the received wave using such a detector. Rather,

the phase discontinuity at switching would simply cause an impulse to

be added at the time of transition to the otherwise correct transition.

However, most present-day detectors utilize only the zero-crossing in-

formation in the received wave. For example, consider the receiving

portion of the 43A1 carrier telegraph system. 4 The incoming signals are

first passed through a filter to reject out-of-band noise, and then ampli-

fied. The next step is to limit the wave. The purpose of this is to remove

any amplitude modulation, but in addition it removes any information

other than that carried by the zero-crossings. The wave is next passed

through a discriminator to convert the frequency modulation to base-

band information, followed by a dc amplifier. The Output is then a

square wave which duplicates closely the wave originally presented to

the modulator. Although other data sets use different methods of de-

modulation, a limitcr to remove amplitude modulation is part of many

of these. Thus is it of practical interest to study the performance of

frequency-shift modulators when working with a zero-crossing type of

detector. A zero-crossing detector approaches an ideal FM detector as

the bandwidth of the transmitted signal becomes small with respect to

the carrier frequency. This relation is described more fully by Stumpers. 5

The characteristics of the zero-crossing detector are shown graphically

in Fig. 2. Let it be receiving a constant frequency sine wave with zero

phase at the time origin. Each zero crossing is identified by the zero-

crossing detector as an advancement of ir radians in the received wave.

It thus knows the rate of change of phase, and hence the frequency,

of the incoming sinusoidal wave. This is represented by the solid line in
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Fig. 2 — Gniphical representation of the zero-crossing detector.

Fig. 2. However, the detector knows the phase of the wave only within

an uncertainty factor of nw, the wave may equally well be represented

by lines parallel to the solid line in Fig. 2, but of ordinate distance mc
away, where n is any integer. Two such lines are shown dashed.

If, at t = t , the frequency of the incoming wave is suddenly changed,

the rate of zero crossings will be suitably changed. If the transition is

made with phase continuity in the received wave, then the slope of the

path in Fig. 2 simply changes suddenly, and the detector knows that

the transition between frequencies occurred at the time of the break
point. This case is illustrated by the dotted line in Fig. 2.

The problem of jitter is introduced when phase continuity is not pre-

served. In Fig. 2 is also shown a plot of the phase when the frequency

is suddenly changed with an associated phase discontinuity of magnitude

dt . The detector has no knowledge of instantaneous phase except the

zero-crossing information. It therefore assumes phase continuity, and
determines the time t„' at which a transition with phase continuity would
have occurred to maintain the observed zero crossings. This time is

determined graphically in Fig. 2 by the intersection of the two constant

frequency lines determined by the detector. Since there is an indeter-
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minacy of nir in the absolute phase, there will be a multiplicity of such

intersections, two of which are shown. It is assumed that the intersec-

tion yielding the minimum time error is chosen by the detector. Thus it

is seen that a phase error of rnc radians causes no error in the detected

transition time, as one would intuitively suspect. Furthermore, the phase

error causing maximum time error is t/2 radians, or odd multiples

thereof.

One problem has not been resolved. The zero-crossing detector is de-

signed only for the two modulator frequencies at its input; it therefore

is presumably incapable of recognizing zero crossings occurring at

intervals closer than one-half a period of the upper frequency, since

such zero crossings could not occur in a phase-continuous input wave.

But with phase discontinuities, it is possible to get zero crossings closer

than this interval. It is assumed that the zero-crossing detector ignores

such zero crossings.

The relation between phase error and time error may be easily deter-

mined from Fig. 3 by noting that the slope of a line segment is the angular

frequency, w, of the input wave. Let the two modulator frequencies be

denoted wi and co2 , where coi is the frequency before switching, and w2 is

the frequency after switching. Then from Fig. 3,

Wl = -

a-2 = +

Thus

Ci>2
—

Ctfl

For arbitrary 6 t , this may be written

6 f
— nir

t. = mm,,
,

n an integer,

(1)

(2)

where minn /(«) means that/(n) is calculated for that value of n which

minimizes/ (n). The form (1) will usually be used with the understand-

ing that (2) holds if

>!
Let Btm be the maximum possible phase error for a given system, and
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Fig. 3 — Relating phase error to time error.

let rfm be the resulting value of time error. Then (1) may be rewritten

in a useful form as follows:

(a>2 + wi)a>2( 1
1

or

7\;

fl.w 1 + A
4tt 1 - A ' (3)

where /l = a>i/w2 , and ro = 4ir/(wi + w2 ) is the period of the midfre-

quency (that frequency midway between wi and «2 ). The value of (3)

is thus a figure of merit for a system, giving the ratio of maximum jitter,

Ttm , to the period of the midfrequency as a function of the frequency

ratio A.

From reasoning such as that shown in Fig. 3, note that a positive

phase error corresponds to a time advance for .4 < 1, but a time retarda-
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it)

Fig. 4 — Initial tank conditions.

tion for A > 1. From (3), then, positive rim always corresponds to a

time advance (an early transition) and negative r«m corresponds to a

time retardation (a late transition).

IV. PRELIMINARY REMARKS

The analysis of the inherent time jitter associated with a particular

modulator will proceed by first determining the maximum phase error

that would occur under the worst conditions, and then relating that

phase error to the time error by the use of (3). Before going further, it

will be useful to point out certain miscellaneous facts. Several of these

remarks pertain to ideal (lossless) tank circuits, since most of the os-

cillators studied are LC oscillators which are representable by lossless

tank circuits.

First note that only one frequency may exist in an undriven lossless

tank, namely the resonant frequency. Therefore, when the frequency of

oscillation of a tank circuit is changed by suddenly changing the value

of one or more of the tank reactances, the frequency also changes sud-

denly to the new resonant frequency. There are no transients except for

the instantaneous transition; i.e., the tank instantaneously reaches its

steady-state condition of amplitude and frequency. In particular, if the

tank voltage and current are of magnitude v„ and i at t - 0, and are in

the directions indicated in Fig. 4, then it is well known that the tank

oscillation voltage and current will be given by

v(t) = V cos (ut + 6)

i(t) = I sin (wt + 0)

where*

V = v 2 + ^ io
2

(4)

(5)

(6)

* These are easily derivable, particularly from energy relations.
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I =

= tan V Cv
-

The energy stored in this tank is

E = | Cv\t) + | ZAO = h CV
2 = | L72

,

(7.

(8)

and is always constant as long as the tank is undisturbed.

It is of interest to physically relate the phase error to the frequency-

shift waveform. Fig. 5 shows two independent ways in which the phase

error may manifest itself in the time varying waveform when the fre-

quency of a wave is suddenly changed. Fig. 5(a) shows the obvious

type of phase discontinuity which is associated with a discontinuity in

a waveform of constant amplitude. Fig. 5(b) shows the less obvious

case in which the instantaneous voltage and current in the tank are

continuous, but in which the amplitude of oscillation for one frequency

is not the same as that for the other frequency. The phase error is de-

termined from the condition of waveform continuity. Referring to Fig.

5(b) and considering switching at t = 0, one obtains

Vi cos 0i = Vo cos 02
,

or

COS 0i

cos 0-.

(a)

v2 cos (a>2t + e2 )
\j

x cos (o>,t + »,)

Fig. 5 — Relation of waveform to phase discontinuity: (a) phase discontinuity
due to waveform discontinuity; (b) phase discontinuity due to amplitude change.
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Thus the phase error will depend not only on the ratio of amplitudes,

but also upon the phase angle at which the initial frequency is switched.

In the modulators to be described, either or both of these types of

phase error may occur, depending upon the particular situation. In the

case of amplitude variations, one might worry about the fact that a

practical oscillator will try to maintain a constant amplitude. Thus, if

the amplitude attempts to change as in Fig. 5(b), it will quickly recover

to the initial value, either due to the drive of the active element in the

case of an amplitude drop, or due to the limiting element in the case of

an amplitude increase. However, it can be shown that this recovery is

an exponential type of recovery; that is, it may be represented by

Ve
mt

cos (at + 8).

Since e
0U)t > (j8 is finite in value), the zero crossings of the wave are

unchanged. Thus the phase error is unaffected by oscillator recovery,

and we will therefore not consider this problem further.

One final point should be made. Some of the discontinuities are rather

complicated, in that the voltage discontinuity and current discontinuity

may be seemingly unrelated, and the voltage and current amplitude

changes may be different. However, the phase discontinuity associated

with either the voltage or current waveform will be identical, since the

voltage and current must always maintain a 90° phase relationship.

Thus, in the following analysis, the calculation of the phase discontinuity

for only one of these quantities is derived.

V. THE REACTANCE TUBE MODULATOR AND VARIABLE REACTANCE OSCIL-

LATOR

The jitter associated with the reactance tube modulator and variable

reactance oscillator will be derived first. The reactance tube type of

modulator is well known in the art.2 It comprises an oscillator which has

one of its reactances determined in part by a virtual reactance, which

in turn is determined by the gain of another active stage with appro-

priate reactance feedback. By varying the gain of the active element (or

by varying its feedback parameters), the magnitude of the virtual re-

actance may be changed, thus changing the resonant frequency of the

oscillator. The variable reactance oscillator 1
is essentially the combina-

tion of the functions of oscillation and variable reactance into a single

active element.

If the frequency of oscillation is shifted by suddenly changing the

gain of the reactance-determining active element, then it can be shown
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that there is no discontinuity in the voltage and current waveforms at

the time of switching. These modulators may therefore be modeled by a

simple LC tank, as in Fig. 4, in which one or both of the reactances are

suddenly changed to produce a frequency shift, but in such a way that

the current and voltage are maintained at the switching instant. In this

case, phase error is caused solely by an amplitude change.

Let the subscript 1 refer to the waveform before switching, and the

subscript 2 refer to the waveform after switching. Then, using (4), (5),

and (7), and assuming switching at t = 0, the conditions of voltage and

current continuity require that

Vi cos 6i = F2 cos 2 (10)

W J^ sin 0, = V2
Jh sin 6, . (11)

Dividing (11) by (10) and rearranging yields

tan 2 = i/^.^tanfc. (12)

In most cases, only one of the reactances is changed. Let us assume

that the value of the inductance is the shifted parameter, and further

that L2 < Li (that is, co2 > wi). All other cases (i.e., when L2 > L x , or

when the capacitance is varied) are completely analogous and result in

the same magnitude of jitter. Equation (12) may then be written as

2 = tan
-1 — tan 0i

,

where A = coi/w2 < 1 as previously denned in the discussion on zero-

crossing detection.

The phase error as a function of the phase at shifting, 0i , is then

6(
= 2 - 0, = (tan

-1
^- tan 0ij - fc. (13)

In order to determine 0« m , the maximum value of d,
, (13) is differ-

entiated with respect to 0i and equated to zero (the value of 0i satisfying

this condition will be denoted ]m ):

— sec
2

0i„,
— 1=0.

.1

Solving this for lm yields

1 + 1 tan2
lm
A
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±1
hm = COS

Vl + A
= ± tan ' VA .

Thus

= ± ( tan
!

—p=jr — tanVA Va). (14)

This is a monotonically decreasing function of A, and reaches a maxi-

mum for .4=0 (infinite frequency shift) of t/2 radians. For no fre-

quency shift (A = 1), the phase error is zero as one would expect. This

relation is shown plotted as the "°°" line in Fig. 6.

(.4

±8,

0.6

0.4

0.2

7T/2

I

\ 00 \3.0 2.o\ 11.5 11.0 10.5 \p =

\\\

\v
RE
A

K

4CTANCE TU
NO VARIABLf
REACTANCE
ODULATORS

BE \. \

0.2 0.4 0.6

A=£J,/CJ2

Fig. 6 — Peak phase error for the LC modulators; r = (bit length)/ (dc time

constant).
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Noting that the phase error never exceeds w/2 radians, the associated

time error, or jitter, is determined from (3)

:

£= = ± 1 L±4 (tan"
1 -7= " tan"

1 WA } . (15;r ~ ^sr^ir vj Va).

For infinite frequency shift, this gives a jitter of one-eighth of a cycle of

the midfrequency (1/T ). For zero frequency shift, the time jitter is,

interestingly enough, not zero. Rather, (15) converges to a value of

jitter equal to 1/4t of a cycle of the midfrequency. An insight into the

reason for this may be obtained by referring to Fig. 2. Note that, as the

two frequencies approach each other, the slopes of the phase loci also

approach each other. Thus, for a fixed e , t ( increases as A approaches

one. In the case just studied, t approaches zero as A approaches one,

but evidently at about the same rate as r 6 increases under the same

condition.

Equation (15) is plotted as the lowest curve in Fig. 7(a). Note that

the jitter measured in terms of the period of the midfrequency does not

change appreciably with the magnitude of the frequency shift for these

types of oscillators.

One final point is to be noted. From (15), it is seen that the time

error has equal positive and negative excursions. Furthermore, (15) is

symmetric in A; that is, replacing A by \/A does not change the expres-

sion. Thus the opposite transition in which co2 < a>i has a time jitter

function identical to (15).

VI. THE SWITCHED REACTANCE MODULATORS

A switched reactance modulator is one in which the resonant frequency

of the tank is changed by physically switching an additional reactance

in and out. Only those modulators consisting of a simple LC tank with

a single additional switched reactance will be considered. There are four

possible ways of doing this, leading to the four modulator models shown

in Fig. 8. The modulators of Figs. 8 (a) and 8 (b) are clearly duals, and

will be referred to as Type I modulators. The modulators of Figs. 8 (c)

and 8 (d) are also duals, and will be referred to as Type II modulators.

Because of the duality property, only one modulator of each type need

be analyzed. It will be seen that all four types give rise to identical jitter

expressions.

Let us first analyze the Type I modulator by considering the modula-

tor of Fig. 8 (a). The case of switch closure is treated simply by noting

that, since no current flows in the switched inductance prior to closure,

the inductance value is changed (reduced) by the switch closure without
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Fig. 8 — Switched reactance modulators.

disturbing the instantaneous voltage or current in the tank (the inductor

looks like an open circuit at the time of switch closure). This is exactly

the case considered in the previous section. Thus, (14) and (15) and the

resulting curves of Figs. (> and 7 describe the maximum phase and time

errors, respectively, for this case.

In Fig. 8(b), the opening of the switch is the dual to the above case,

since the switched capacitor initially looks like a short circuit. Thus the

capacitance is changed without affecting the instantaneous values of the

voltage and current.

In the case of switch opening in Fig. 8(a), current continuity in the

capacitor is not preserved, since the current is suddenly reduced from

the sum of the currents flowing in both inductors, ia + % , to just that

current flowing in the permanent tank inductor, ia . The case of switch

opening is furthermore complicated by the fact that a dc current may
be flowing around the inductor loop just prior to switch opening. This

may be seen more clearly from Fig. !), in which is plotted the current,

ib , through the switched inductor, Lb . Consider the case shown of

switch closure at the instant that the tank voltage is going through

zero. The inductor current 4 is the integral of the applied voltage, and
is as shown. Note that this current contains a dc component. The case
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Fig. 9 — The dc component in a switched reactance modulator.

of Fig. 9 is the worst case; if the switch had been thrown at a voltage

maximum, then the dc current component would have been zero.

This dc component will die exponentially with a time constant de-

termined by the inductive loop. It does not affect the operation of the

tank circuit as long as the switch is closed. However, whatever dc cur-

rent remains is added to the current i [see Fig. 8(a)] at the time of

switch opening. Thus the tank current i just before switch opening is

given by ia + % , and just after switch opening by ia + idc . The dc

current may be such as to actually reverse the tank current at the in-

stant of switching. Thus large phase errors and hence large time errors

may be expected.

Since the phase error will depend upon the magnitude of the dc com-

ponent, which in turn involves the phase at which the switch was closed,

then the phase error at switch opening depends on the phase at the

time the switch is opened as well as the phase at the time the switch

was previously closed. For purposes of the following analysis, let the

following subscripts apply

:

1 — just before switch closure.

2— just after switch closure.

3 — just before switch opening.

4— just after switch opening.
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Then

L, = U = La . (16)

U = U=J^L-. (17)
La -r '-'b

A' = (»)' = £ = j^y < 1 . (18)WV />1 La + Lb

At the time of switch closure, voltage and current are maintained.

Thus

>', = Vt cos ft = i'2 . (19)

C
u = y\ 4/^- sin ft = i2 . (20)

The dc current which is initiated upon switch closure may be deter-

mined by a transient analysis or more simply from the energy conditions:

Ei = | L
xi{ + \ Cvi-

E, = \L4{ + i(V-

The difference in energy must be due to the circulating dc current,

since the initial current in the switched inductor is zero. Denote this

energy difference by E t\c . Then

#<ic -§(!«.+ U)iJ = Ex- E2 = \{Ly- Lj)*!
2

.

Making use of (16), (17), and (18), the resulting dc current may be

written

1 2 \ T . /C I , , 2 >

«2dc = (1 - A2
) i, = V, 4/ f (1 - A

2

) sin ft. (21)
V L\

The tank voltage is continuous during both switch closure and switch

opening. Since the current is also continuous during switch closure

(assuming zero initial current in Lb), the amplitude of oscillation after

switch closure is, from (0), (19), and (20),

F2 = F3 = (j? if + vty = Vi (A
2
sin

2

ft + cos
2

ft)*. (22)

The tank voltage at switch opening may then be expressed as

Vz = vA = Y 3 cos ft-
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Then, from (22),

Vt = F,(A
l
sin

2

0i + cos
2
00* cos 3

- (23)

From (5), (7), and (22), the tank current immediately before switch

opening is

*i = v* \Jy sin e* •

At this instant the share of the tank current through the permanent

tank inductor is

= V x A/ % A2 (A2
sin

2
0! + cos

2
0,)

J
sin 3 , (24)«&. = r—nr *3 VL„ + U " "T L

where (22) was used.

If the sum of the resistances of the two inductors is R, and the mini-

mum time between switch closing and switch opening is n (normally

the bit length), then the dc current just before switch opening is at

most

/ Rrb \ . n .

«3do = exp J —
j j—f J

*2.1o = ^«2.1c ,

where D = exp [
— (Rn)/(La + Lb )\ will be called the dissipation

parameter.

The actual current through the permanent inductor is the sum of its

share of the tank current and the dc current. Immediately after switch

opening, this current must be maintained, so that

it = i»a + Diuf

From (21) and (24),

u = V,
—

(25)

%- [A(A
2
sin

2

0i + cos
2
0i)* sin 3 + D(l - A 2

) sin 0,].

The current and voltage immediately after switch opening have now

been determined in terms of the phase angles at which the switch was

initially closed (0i) and the phase angle at which it was then reopened

(0a). These expressions are given by (23) and (25). Using (8), the

phase angle immediately after switch opening may now be determined

by the relation
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4
= tan"

1 /t/h It

V C Vi< i

-i A(A
2
sin

2

t + cos
2

t )
s

sin 3 + D(l - A 2
) sin fl t

(A 2 sin2
0i + cos 0i )» cos 3

The phase error at switch opening is then

tan ' A ta= 3 - tan"' I A tar, 3 +
D(1 ~ A) sin

(26)

(A 2 sin2
0i + cos2

0,)* cos 3

'

We desire to find those values of 0i and 3 which maximize this func-

tion. These values will yield the peak phase error and thus the peak

time jitter. Denote these values by 0i„, and 3m ,
respectively. It is shown

in Appendix A that for Ap ^ A ^ 1,

h. = ±z

and

03„, = isin
-1

-!- D(2A - 1)
2A

(27)

_ /4(l-£2
)A

2 + i)
2U + 5)

yi

where A p is the value of A for which 3m = ± r/2. It is further shown

in Appendix A that, for D = 0, A p = 1/v^J for £ = 1, A p = 0. For

^ A ^ Ap , the phase error may take on continuous values in excess

of 7r/2 radians. Thus it can always take on the worst possible value,

7r/2. Hence

•- = ± e" + tan
"' c-^k

[

sin ""

-

D
(c^r)] '

A-^ AS1

dtm = ±t/2, £ A g A9i

where 3m is given by (27). Again, the peak phase error, and thus the

peak jitter, is symmetric about the true value; that is, these functions

may assume equal positive or negative value.

These phase error functions are plotted in Fig. G, and the associated

peak jitter functions as determined from (3) in Fig. 7(a), for various
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values of the dissipation factor D. These curves were calculated with

the aid of the IBM 7090 digital computer. The curve parameters in

Figs. 6 and 7(a) are actually

Rn
= -lnD -

La + Lh

which is the ratio of the bit length, n , to the time constant of the in-

ductor loop. Note that the peak jitter is considerably greater for the

case of small r (large dc currents), than for the case when the time con-

stant is sufficiently short so that the dc current may die in one bit

interval. For the case of zero dc current at switch opening (D = 0, or

/• = oo ) the quantity d3m becomes

«,», = ± Sin-'^===±tan-^=.

Then the peak phase error is

6fm = ± (tan
-1
—rj — tan

-1

\/~A J .

But this is exactly the form of the peak phase error for the case of the

variable reactance oscillator and reactance tube modulator. It may seem

strange that the two classes of modulators should have the same peak

jitter, since in one case a tank reactance is changed without affecting

the instantaneous values of the currents and voltages, whereas in the

other case a tank reactance is also changed, but a current discontinuity

occurs (from i3 to i3a in the previous notation). However, a detailed

examination of the equations will show that the phase error due to the

current discontinuity is in such a direction as to partially compensate

for the amplitude change, the result being a peak phase error equal to

that resulting from the amplitude discontinuity alone.

As stated before, the modulator of Fig. 8(b) is the dual of the modu-

lator just analyzed, and the same peak phase error and jitter equations

therefore result. A switch opening in Fig. 8(b) is equivalent to a switch

closure in Fig. 8(a). Analogous to the dc current in Fig. 8(a), a dc

voltage may appear across the switched capacitor, and is balanced out

by an equal and opposite voltage on the permanent tank capacitor.

Then, upon reclosing the switch in Fig. 8(b), the tank voltage suddenly

changes to the difference between the ac and dc voltages across the

permanent tank capacitor, in complete analogy to the first modulator.

Again, this troublesome dc voltage may be bled off by a resistor in

parallel with each capacitor, leading again to the dissipation parameter.
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It now remains to show that the modulators of Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)
lead to the same phase error relationships as derived for the first two
modulators. Consider the modulator of Fig. 8(c). The case of the switch

closure is identical to the conditions for the variable reactance oscillator

and reactance tube modulator; i.e., the value of the inductance is

changed, but the instantaneous values of the tank current and voltage

are unchanged. Hence the lowest curves for peak phase error and peak
jitter in Figs. 6 and 7(a) hold for this case. However, the switched in-

ductor, Lb , will have a current flowing through it just prior to switch

closure, and will retain this current after the switch has closed. Lb may
begin to discharge due to series resistance, but in general will have a

nonzero current flowing through it at the time of switch opening. At
switch opening, the flux in La and Lb will redistribute so that the cur-

rents through the two inductors are equalized, thus causing a current

transient.

Using the same subscripts as before, define

L\ = Li = La 4" Lb .

In = Lz = La .

\o)2/ L x

Immediately after switch closure, the dc current flowing through Lb is

' ^ ' =m< 1 -

fc
Hb = tide = i\ = T'i A/ — sin 6\

.

Just before switch opening, the dc current flowing through Lb is

fc
isdc = Du_,i c = V XD A/ 7- sin 6X ,

where the dissipation factor, D, is now given by

where R is the loop resistance containing Lb and the closed switch. The
value of the current through La just before switch opening is

iza = Vi 4/£ sin 03 = W A/ j-^ sin2 i + cos2 fc)
1
sin ^

,

where F3 is determined exactly as in the previous case.

At the instant of switch opening, one is faced with the problem of two
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inductors with different initial currents being connected in series. The

series current must instantly adjust to some common value. To de-

termine this common value, note that the tank voltage v must be con-

tinuous. This is true because there is no process by which an impulse

in the tank current may be caused; thus the voltage across the capacitor

and hence the tank voltage cannot change instantaneously.

Since the voltage across the two inductors is the same immediately

before as after the switch opening, then the total flux stored in the two

inductors must be preserved. The instantaneous redistribution of flux

between the two inductors will cause a voltage impulse to appear across

each inductor, but these impulses will be of equal magnitude and oppo-

site sign, thus canceling. The total stored flux immediately before the

switch opening is

Immediately after the switch opening, the stored flux is

<p4 = (La + Lb)u .

Equating y3 and <pA , one obtains

u = A\a + (1 - A 2
)iuc

/77 (28)

= Vl A/^[A(A2 sm2
d1 -\-cos

2
d 1 )

i smd3 -^D(l-A
2
)sind1 }.

The voltage immediately after switch opening is again

vA = V3 cos 3 = Vi(A
2
sin

2

0x + cos
2
0,) cos 93 . (29)

Equations (28) and (29) are identical to (25) and (23) respectively

for the case of the Type I modulator. Thus the peak phase and jitter

functions for the Type II modulator are identical to those for the Type

I modulator [Figs. 6 and 7(a)], even though the waveform disconti-

nuities are caused by an entirely different phenomenon.

The circuit of Fig. 8(d) is of course the dual to that of Fig. 8(c).

Switch closure in one corresponds to switch opening in the other, and

vice versa. In the circuit of Fig. 8(d), when the switch is opened, a

voltage is left on the switched capacitor. It may decay through a leakage

resistance, but upon switch closure the two different voltages on the

two capacitors must instantly adjust to some common voltage accord-

ing to the condition of charge conservation, in complete analogy to the

circuits of Fig. 8(c).

Note that the jitter characteristic for all of the switched reactance mod-
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ulators approaches that of the variable reactance-type modulators for low
bit rates. This latter curve is almost a constant (Tim/T = l/4w) over

the range of A which might be commonly used. This then is a useful

rule of thumb: In a modulator whose frequency is shifted by changing

one reactance in the tank of an oscillator, the minimum inherent peak
jitter is roughly 1/4*- of the period of the midfrequency. This rule is

shown plotted in Fig. 7(b) in a somewhat different form. The abscissa is

the number of cycles of the midfrequency per bit:

cycles/bit = £ .

1 o

The ordinate is the per cent data distortion, denned by

distortion = ^ = jL Tl

,

Tb 4?T Tb

Thus

(distortion) (cycles/bit) = —
.

4t

vii. the multivibrator modulator

A multivibrator type of modulator, using transistors as an example,

is shown in Fig. 10(a). It consists of a standard symmetric multivibra-

tor whose frequency may be controlled by varying the control voltage

Vc . Often a low-pass filter follows the multivibrator. The function of

this filter is to eliminate the harmonics of the multivibrator output, thus

converting the square-wave output to a sine wave. This filter may add
additional zero-crossing distortion, but this distortion will not be con-

sidered here. Only the zero-crossing distortion inherent in the multi-

vibrator itself will be analyzed.

The analysis will proceed in the following manner. It will be assumed
that the multivibrator is oscillating with some half-period 771 . At some
time /„ , measured with respect to the last multivibrator transition [see

Fig. 11(a)], the control voltage V c is suddenly changed from its initial

value Vei to a new value Fc2 . The multivibrator then oscillates with

some new half-period 772 . The time between the two transitions on either

side of /„ will be denoted rj where »?„ has a value between rj x and t\%

.

The resulting zero crossings will be compared to those of an ideal FM
wave shown in Fig. 11(b) whose zero crossings correspond to those of

the multivibrator before the switching instant, but are separated from

those of the multivibrator by a time error of Tt for times after the switch-
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+V.

VC2

Vo
^T/

(b)

Fig. 10 — The multivibrator modulator: (a) multivibrator circuit; (b) base

voltage waveform.

(30)

ing instant. This corresponds to a phase error of

T,

The worst value for the transition time will be determined, leading to a

maximum value for 6 t ,
denoted 6tm . From (3), the peak time error

rfm in the data transition with respect to the period of the midfrequency

TV is

T
1 1 + A Ttm

2 1 - A 2772

(31)
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K- V\ — *\
t„| t'c

(a)

SWITCHING
INSTANT 1"* K-Tf

'\/\-
—

>

JC
V \j

-*?H (b)

Fig. 11 — Comparing zero crossings of multivibrator modulator to those of
ideal FM: (a) multivibrator outputs; (b) ideal FM.

Let us first derive the time between zero crossings on either side of

the switching instant for an ideal FM wave. This time will be called 77,

.

From Fig. 11(b),

Vi = to + to'.

Because the amplitudes of the two sinusoids are the same, and the vol-

tage is continuous at the transition, one may write

Thus

and

sin taito = sin 102(1/2 — tj).

l'-.(l-£),

(32)

We now derive the analogous time, 770 , for the multivibrator. In Fig.

10(b) is shown the operation of the multivibrator in terms of the voltage

at a base. Immediately after a transition, the transistor is reverse biased

by a voltage equal to the supply voltage, V, . The voltage at this point
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will start rising exponentially to the control voltage Vc ,
with a time

constant r, and is given by

v = Vc
- (V.+ Vc )e-"

T

,

where t is defined in Fig. 10 as t = RC. For a constant control voltage,

the half-period of oscillation, y, is determined by that time required

for the voltage waveform to reach zero voltage (ignoring the transistor

threshold voltage). Thus

, = rln(l + £).

Let us define the following parameters:

4 — Ul — ~^2 — ^2

W2 Tl 7/1

V,

V c2

Then

i7! = rln(l + a),

,2 - rln(l + 0).

At a time fc after the last transition, there will be a base voltage v of

v = Va - {V, + Vcl ) exp(-k/r).

If at this time the multivibrator control voltage is suddenly switched

from Vd to Vc2 , the time from t to the next transition will be

Then

* = <o + C = k + TlnML -£ + 2(1 +aexp(-fo/T)J.

The difference between this and the like time, t»< for ideal FM is

r.-*-*-,ln[l-f + f(l+-)«p(-fc/r)]
(33)

+ j4k - 1?2.
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From (30), £ is maximized if Tt is maximized. The value of t
,

denoted tom , for which T f is a maximum is found by letting

1 - = + -( l+«) exp(-UA)
a a

|(1 +a)f-i)e«p(-Wr)

+ A = 0,

which results in

exp(— /om/r) = R)
or

L = t In
(1 +a)(l -A)

'8-0
'

Substituting (34) into (33), one obtains

1 ~ "
(I + «)(l - A)

Ttm = rln- " +,lrln

(34)

1 - .1

which can be rewritten as

*G-0
- »&,

T =
1-5

(1 -4) In- 2+ Aln-f- +iiln(l+«)
1 — A i4a

• (35)

But, since

and

V2 = rln (1 +0)

In (1 + 0)A =
In (1 +a)'

then

a- (1 + 0)
1M -1,

(36)

(37)
r =

.1 In (1 + «)'
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and

m V2

i- p-

\ A / 1 - A Aa
4- (38)

A In (1 +a)

or

^• = 27r
2^

= 27r
21n"(l+«)

The peak time jitter is then determined from (3)

:

^ , (, + „)(
i^i)-^l+ h £ (39)

r 4(1 - A) In (1 +«)

Equations (37) and (38) give the peak phase error for a transition

in either direction (i.e., from the lower to the higher frequency, or vice

versa) as a function of the two variables A and 0. It is shown in Ap-

pendix B that the peak phase error for the transition in one direction is

equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the peak phase error for

the opposite transition.

From the relation (3), it is then seen that the peak time error for

the multivibrator is equal in magnitude and is always negative for

either transition. Thus the multivibrator differs in its jitter charac-

teristics from the LC modulators in that the jitter is one-sided, rather

than symmetric, about the true transition time. The jitter is such that

the actual transitions are delayed in time from the true transition

( — rem corresponds to a time retardation).

The parameter is essentially a "linearity" parameter; i.e., as —> 0,

less and less of the exponential of Fig. 10 is used. For a and sufficiently

small, the base voltage is essentially linear. In this case, from (37),

pa aA.

Under this condition, (39) goes to zero. Thus the multivibrator type

of modulator may be designed to have as little jitter as desired by mak-

ing the control voltage, Vc , very much greater than the supply voltage,

It is also of interest to study the other limiting condition, i.e., -* »

.

From (37), for » 1,

a PS 0».
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Substituting this into (38) for the peak phase error, and taking the

limit as /3 —» co , one finds

lim e,m = -(1 - A)t,
/9-.00

for | g A £ 1, |
dtm | g r/2; therefore, from (39),

KmSr - "^^ s^-A^l- (40)

However, for ^ A ^ £, 0, may take on values in excess of ir/2. Thus

7T

2
lim et

= - I

OS-lfii.

.. Ttm 1 1 + A

Plots of 9tm and rtm/T for the multivibrator are given in Figs. 12 and

13 respectively. Fig. 13(b) shows peak jitter on an expanded scale for

small values. For comparison, the corresponding curve for the peak

jitter inherent in the reactance tube type of modulator is shown dotted

in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b).

Note that a given time error for the multivibrator corresponds to

only half the distortion caused by the same time error associated with

one of the LC modulators because of the one-sided property of the

multivibrator jitter.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The results of the theory just presented were checked by measuring

the peak jitter in some existing systems. In Table I are shown some
experimental and theoretical results for the modulators of the Bell

System DATA-PIIONE Data Sets 101A, 103A, and 202A.
3
In all cases,

a dotting (alternate marking and spacing) signal was used to avoid the

effects of intersymbol interference. The receiver used for the 100 series

data sets was the 101A receiver. It contains a limiter followed by a

standard discriminator and slicing amplifier. Because of the limiter,

the zero-crossing information is all that is retained. The 202A receiver

was used with its modulator. This receiver is indeed a zero-crossing

detector. It generates a pulse for each zero crossing, integrates the

resulting pulse train, and delivers this resulting signal to a slicing circuit.

The 100 series data sets are capable of operating in either of two bands.

These bands are denoted the /i band and the /2 band. In the case of the
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-ee

0.4 0.6

A = W|/W2

Fig. 12 — Peak phase error for the multivibrator modulator.

Table I — Experimental Verification

Experi- Theoreti-
mental cal

Modulator Type Oil 0)2 Bit Rate Transition Peak
Jitter

(/jsec)

Peak
Jitter
(/jsec)

101 Switched
Reactance

1070 1270 100 0>i
—> «2

(02 —> Wi

165

280

136

280

2025 2225 100 0>l —* «2
602 —» (i>l

100
130

72
112

103 Reactance 1070 1270 100 Either 105 136

2(H) Either 165 130

202 Multivibrator 1200 2200 1200 Either 50 44.5
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1 !

n _ SUPPLY VOLTAGE
' MAX. CONTROL

1+A
4 ^^

(a)VOLTAGE /3 = oo^-^^

0.4
lOj-"^*

-"

flfm-y
105

0.3
1000

"
'

200

~^2—
0.2 k^20

^JO

0.1

.^0

\ "~^S — ^>»mi ———^^
r i.o

0.5

0.1

0.4 0.6

A = a>,/a> 2

Pig. 13 — (u) Peak jitter for the multivibrator modulator; (b) peak jitter for
the multivibrator modulator — expanded scale.
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101A modulator, both the /i band and the /2 band were used for the

test. The marking and spacing frequencies in the /i band are 1070 and

1270 cycles, resulting in an A of 0.843. In the/2 band, the corresponding

frequencies are 2025 and 2225 cps, giving an A of 0.910. The modulator

is a switched reactance modulator of the type shown in Fig. 8(a). For

the /i band, the sum of the two inductances is 0.324 henry and the total

series resistance is 44.5 ohms. For the/2 band these parameters are 0.151

henry and 28.7 ohms. This modulator was tested at 100 bits per second,

the corresponding values of r being 1.37 and 1.90 for the /i band and /2

band respectively.

The 103A modulator was tested at 100 and 200 bits per second using

the /i band and again the 101A demodulator. The 103A modulator is

of the reactance transistor type (analogous to the reactance tube modu-

lator). The results agree well with theory.

The 202A modulator was tested at 1200 bits per second, using 1200

cps and 2200 cps as the two frequencies. This corresponds to an A of

0.54. In this modulator, the value of /3 is 1.405 ( Vc2 = 12.8 v, V, = 18 v).

Again, the agreement with theory is quite good.

Because all of the above experiments yielded jitter comparable to

that expected from the modulator alone, one is led to the conclusion

that most of the back-to-back jitter in these data sets originates in the

modulator, and that the demodulators approach fairly closely the ideal

zero-crossing detector.

IX. DISTORTIONLESS, ASYNCHRONOUS, SINUSOIDAL FREQUENCY MODULA-

TION

From (8), it is possible to obtain the conditions for distortionless

modulation when the modulation is accomplished by changing the

parameters of an LC tank. Let the subscript 1 refer to the instant before

the transition, and the subscript 2 to the instant after. There will be

no jitter if there is no phase error, that is, if

From (8), this requires that

'L\ i\ _ /L/2 U
Ci vl

" V C 2 Vi

One way of insuring that this condition holds is to maintain voltage

and current continuity at the transition (jk = h , *'i = v2 ), and then to

change both the inductance and capacitance by such an amount that
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their ratio remains constant. That is, if the resonant frequency of a

tank circuit is changed in such a way that the instantaneous tank voltage

and current are continuous, and so that the characteristic tank imped-
ance, s/L/C, is maintained, then there will be no phase error.

Such a modulator may be implemented by using a balanced VRO 1

(Variable Reactance Oscillator) configuration as shown in Fig. 14, in

which one active element displays a variable capacitance and negative

resistance, and the other a variable inductance and negative resistance.

The gm 's of each active element are switched in such a way that the

quantity L/C remains constant. The modulator of Fig. 15 was con-

structed and tested. To give an idea of its performance, typical frequency

transitions between 1950 cps and 2250 cps are shown in the oscillogram

of Fig. 16.

x. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that phase error at a transition in a frequency shift

signal will cause a time error in the output of a zero-crossing detector.

The maximum value of this time error may be calculated, leading to the

determination of the peak jitter.

It has been further shown that the switched reactance modulators have
the largest inherent peak jitter, and that this jitter is bit-rate dependent.

(o)

-R, L~R, -R.

(b)

Fig. 14 — The balanced VRO configuration for distortionless frequency modu-
lation: (a) basic balanced VRO; (b) equivalent circuit of basic balanced VRO.



R, - 1500 K

R2
- 14.1 K

R3 -RS -1.IK

R4 -R6 -1.6K

R7
- 2.2 K

RB
- I.IK

RL - 30.0 K

INPUT DATA(+5V)

L, -0.55H Q,-Q2 -I6A TRANSISTORS

L2 -I0.5H

L -6.02H T,-T2-WE 2532 N TRANSFORMERS

C, -0.002,UF D, THROUGH D 7
"SILICON DIODES

C2 -0.02//F D8 -l2VOLT ZENER DIODE

C3 -C4 -I.0AF

Fig. 15 — Balanced VRO modulator schematic diagram.

Fig. 16 — Examples of switching performance of balanced VRO: upper trace is

data input; lower trace is modulator output; frequencies are 1950 and 2250 cps.
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The reactance tube type of modulator and variable reactance oscillator

have loss peak jitter. The multivibrator can be designed to have as low
a value of peak jitter as desired. By using an LC type of modulator in

which the tank impedance is held constant at switching, it is possible in

principle to design a frequency shift modulator having zero peak jitter.

All of the main points of the theory have been experimentally verified.
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APPENDIX A

Maximum Phase Error for the Switched Reactance Modulator

The phase error associated with the more severe transition in the

switched reactance modulator (e.g., switch opening in the parallel

inductor case) is given by (26)

:

a 4. a i

L> ( 1 - A 2

) smdl 1 ,„,.A ta" $3 +
Usin'0, + cos^)'cos feJ

• (" ] '

It is desired to find those values of di and 3 which maximize this expres-

sion. These values will be denoted 6im and 3m respectively.

Consider di first. Differentiating (41) with respect to dt yields

60, = 7 cos flx [" (1 - A 2

) sin'ft 1 .

dd, (14- 0*) cos 3 L A2 sin2
0x + cos2 flj

' K
'

where

COS 03

and

y
_ D(l-A')

= 03 — tan

(A 2 sin2
0i + cos2 00*

'

We are interested in those values of for which ddjddi = 0. Since

A ;£ 1, all quantities enclosed within the brackets in (42) are always
nonnegative; therefore, this term will never become zero. Furthermore,
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0! can never cause B to become infinite, nor 7 to become zero. Therefore

ft. = ± I

is the only value of ft which causes (42) to go to zero. It can be shown

that this value of ft corresponds to a maximum point for d ( . ft* repre-

sents switching at the instant corresponding to the creation of the

maximum value for the undesired dc quantity.

Investigation of (42) will reveal that ft = ±r/2 will also cause

ddjddi to be zero; however, it can be shown that this corresponds to a

minimum point for e . No other combinations of ft and ft will cause

(42) to go to zero.

Equation (42) may now be simplified by allowing ft to be ±tt/2:

-^[itofcJ:J-(1

/^cosft]-
(43)

Then

<0!l = i - I _ (A ± y sin ft), (44)
aft (l + /3

2
) cos2

ft

where B and 7 are now given by the simplified expressions

B = A tan ft ± —^- (45)^
cos ft

T-ptt-A (46)

We are interested now in determining those values of ft which cause

dft/dft to be zero. Setting (44) to zero, one obtains

A ± 7 sin 03m = (1 + P~) cos
2

ft« .

Using the expression (45) for B, and making the substitution cos
2

ft,„
=

1 - sin"03m , a quadratic in sin
2

:)m is obtained

:

(A
2 - 1) sin

2

3m ± 7(2,1 - 1) sin 3m + (y
1 + 1 - .4) = 0.

Replacing 7 with (46) and rearranging, this quadratic becomes

... _r
D(2A-l) .

e (
D\l-A*)(l + A)+A*\_

sin 0am =F
j

sin am y A2 (l + 4) /

Thus
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sin 0a* = ±^ (24 - 1) ± (47)

The range of interest for both A and D is from zero to one. Consider

the contents of the square brackets in (47). This is minimum for D = 1,

foe which

sin :)m U=i = *£[<*-» *(&#]
If the plus sign in front of the term [(A + 5)/4 + 1]' were to be used,

then

sin 3 9-1 > 1,

for all A. Since sin 3m must be less than one, this is not possible. For
D < 1, the magnitude of sin 3m is even greater, since the term in the

square brackets of (47) is now larger. Thus the minus sign must be

used, and

sin03m - ±2^(24 -1) -
4A ! (1 - D2

)

D2
+ (A + 5)

A + 1

(48)

Now, for any D, and A = 1, the magnitude of (sin 3m ) is less than

one. However, as A decreases,
|
sin 3m |

increases, and finally reaches

unity for some A = A p . For instance, for D = 1 (infinite dc time con-

stant), sin 3m = ±1 for A = Ap = l/\/2; for D = (zero dc time

constant), Ap = 0. For other values of < D < 1, < Ap < \/y/2.
Thus for a given D and for A p < A ^ 1, the magnitude of 3m is less

than tt/2 and thus may be used to calculate the peak phase error by
substitution into (43). For A = Ap , 3m = ±ir/2, and it can be shown
that at this point 0«„, = ±ir/2. Furthermore, for A < A p , a more
detailed study of the expression for phase error (43) will reveal that

the phase error may take on any value. Since it is assumed that ± x/2
is the worst possible phase error, then we set 0«„, = ±7r/2 for A < A p

Summarizing these results, the peak phase error is given by

= ± 3m + tan
' A
COS 0;t„

sin 3m + D<&)] A p ^ A ^ I,

where
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on A. =£j(2A -1) -
4A 2 (1 ~

2

i)2) + U+5)
!

~~
A + 1

and

?fm - ±1 for 0^Ag4 P .

A p is the value of A for which
|
sin 63m \

= 1.

APPENDIX B

./tfter Symmetry in the Multivibrator Modulator

The expression for peak phase error in the multivibrator is given by

(38):

L-e
/l - A\

,
a . .

( i m 1 T + ln ~T
\ A ) 1 - A Aa

-iTT t—: r- ; ^ •

(49)

2 1n (1 +a)

Unlike the LC modulators, this phase error is of only one sign for any

one transition. In fact, from Fig. 12, it is seen that this phase error is

always negative for A < 1 (i.e., wi < u>2 , or switching from the lower

to the higher frequency).

It is to be shown here that the phase error for the opposite transition

is of the same magnitude but of opposite sign (thus 6tm > for A > 1).

This is accomplished by replacing in (49) A by 1/A, a by 0, and by

a. This replacement yields an expression which describes the peak phase

error, dim', for the opposite transition

:

1 -

(.4 - 1) ln

/ = 2*
i-i

. , Act+ ln —

—

2 In (1 +0)

is related to a by (37):

ln (1 4-/3) = Aln (1 + a).

Equation (49) may then be rewritten as

(50)
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"-"./VJ V + 4l„dS
yl 1 - A A

2 In (1 + a)

I A J * 1 - A A _ K + A

2 In (1 + a)

- A

+ '"M^)"T-ii-'M
2 In (1 + a)

2 In (1 + a)

Thus

9J = -6(m . (51)

Now consider the relation (3) between peak phase error and peak

time error:

rfm etm 1 + A
f

.

1 u iir 1 — A

Let us again study the reverse transition by replacing fm with 0,„/,

A by l/A, and t«„, by r«„/:

/ _ <U' V +
A/ _ 0,™' A + 1

47T

Using (51),

0„„ 1 + A
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and the peak time jitter is of the same sign and magnitude for each

transition. Reference to Fig. 13 shows that the sign of the peak jitter

is always negative. Physically, this means that the apparent transition

occurs at a time later than the true transition would occur.
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